1. Introduction

Phoenix has prepared this report in accordance with section 3 of its Transportation Code Modification Rules.

2. Subject of Proposed Modification:

This modification is to amend the Phoenix Transmission Network Code to reflect the changes made to the PTL Network code in modification proposal no 8.

The modification has been raised to make minor drafting changes required as a result of the introduction of postalisation.

It also proposes, similar to the PTL mod proposal no 8, to include a new section to cover the instance when a shipper retires from the code.

3. Modification proposed by:

Phoenix Transmission

4. Proposed Modification submitted:

15th September 2005

5. Consultation Period for Initial Modification Report:

20 Business Days

6. Responses received from Consultees

Phoenix has not received any comments on the modification from Consultees.

7. Likely Implementation Date

Phoenix suggests that the proposed implementation date is Tuesday 20th December 2005.
8. **Impact on the Operation of Other Designated Pipeline Operator’s Network Codes**

Phoenix believes that this modification proposal does not impact on the Network Codes of the other Designated Pipeline Operators as this modification brings Phoenix’s Transmission code into line with the PTL code and BGE have raised a similar modification.

9. **Conclusion**

Phoenix believes that this modification proposal meets the Relevant Objective as it provides consistency between all three Designated Pipeline Operators’ network codes and the Postalised regime in Northern Ireland.